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Abstract
Large scale machine learning must process the many data that society produces,
and stochastic gradient descent (SGD) has become the algorithm of choice. However,
optimization time has become a bottleneck even in the presence of parallel computer
architectures. Three similar parallel implementations of SGD will be reviewed by
examining their communication differences, which yield large objective differences in
quality.
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Introduction

At the heart of every machine learning problem is an optimization problem, typically
of the form
n

min

x∈Rd

1X
f (x; zi )
n i=1

for some function f with n different labeled training examples zi = (yi , ai ) and a
model vector x. In recent years, there’s been an explosion in the number of examples
zi , in part due to the advent of the information age (e.g., Twitter, Snapchat) and
machine learning must process these data. The optimizations machine learning relies
on will take longer to run as the data grows and the underlying models become more
complex.
There are powerful computers at our disposal to solve these optimization problems.
For example, Amazon EC2 provides quick access to a computer with 64 cores, 16 GPUs
and 192GB of RAM. While Amazon EC2 does not provide supercomputer access, it’s
computers are available at a fraction of the cost and are seeing active use in academia
and industry.
These computing resources can provide quicker computation; a “embarrassingly”
parallel for-loop can be speedup by a factor of P when there are P cores available. Can
popular optimization algorithms see similar speedups? What limitations are there on
the number of cores? How does communication effect speedup?
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Problem statement

Machine learning relies on optimization and typically uses some form of gradient descent. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [2] has been widely used in practice [3, 12]
because the convergence speed does not depend on the number of training examples (as
shown in Table 1). SGD is an iterative and serial (not parallel) method with updates
to the model vector x of the form
xk+1 = xk − ∇f (xk ; zi )
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Figure 1: Comparisons between gradient descent (GD) and SGD from [2] when their are
n examples and with O notation hidden. SGD convergence speed does not depend on n.
with a step size γ ∈ R and i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is chosen uniformly at random without
replacement. We would like to parallelize this on P cores, so it will take O PT seconds
instead of O (T ) seconds. SGD is serial, meaning it is not “embarrassingly” parallel;
every iteration depends on the previous iteration.
Performing SGD on P cores will require P different estimates, as each communication between cores is a bottleneck. The question is then how to communicate between
these P cores to quickly provide a provably accurate estimate. I will examine the
algorithms
• Hogwild! [10], a seminal work which provides a provably accurate estimate, by
making assumptions that allow no communication restrictions
• Cyclades [8], a Hogwild! variant that has provable speedups by minimizing communication conflicts
• Hogwild++ [14], a Hogwild! variant that uses a decentralized communication
protocol to minimize communication
These algorithms are formulated to be decentralized. In the alternative masterworker setup, time waiting for workers to finish is analogous to serial computation.
By Amdahl’s law, the speedups would be limited and saturate as the number of cores
increases. This behavior is observed empirically [9]1 with a popular master-worker
SGD parallelization scheme (mini-batch SGD [15]).
The algorithms I review will have different communication schemes, and the communication structure directly effects the optimization speed. The metric used to evaluate
these algorithms is wall time speedup over serial algorithms, defined as
speedup =
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serial time taken to reach accuracy 
parallel time taken to reach accuracy 

Hogwild!

Hogwild! is a seminal work that parallelizes SGD and is accompanied by a novel
theoretical convergence analysis. The proposed algorithm uses shared memory to store
a global model vector x that is accessible by any of the P cores.
Hogwild! is implemented without locking. This means that any of the P cores can
write to part of x while another core is doing the same, though the process of writing
to one element xi is assumed to atomic. This implies that when one core reads x, it
may be a mixture of core’s results and not one particular cores result.
They do need to preserve computational results from one core and not overwrite all
of x on every update. To do this, they assume gradient sparsity where the gradients
∇f only depend on several variable in x. Then, there are only a few write conflicts
when a core writes to x. Gradient sparsity is a fair assumption in large scale machine
learning, where the model vector x may be large and one example may only depend
on several elements of x.
1

Visualization available at https://talwalkarlab.github.io/paleo/ when practical parameters used
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Figure 2: Hogwild! wall time versus number of threads for (a) RCV1, (b) Abdomen, and
(c) DBLife.
def one core update():
e = random example
G = gradient(x, e)
for i in support(G):
xi = xi − γGi
Figure 3: The Hogwild! algorithm for an individual processor when x lives in shared
memory

3.1

Algorithm

The Hogwild! algorithm is then straightforward: run serial SGD updates on each core
using shared memory that stores a model vector x. After a gradient step is computed,
write back to the global parameter in locations specified by the support of the gradient.
The complete algorithm is shown in Figure 3. Implementation of this algorithm does
not require a (perhaps complicated) master-worker setup.
Convergence results are available for this algorithm, given some conditions. They
prove in that if a step size γ is chosen to be a particular value, then after a certain
number of iterations the error will below some arbitrary
value .
P
The authors assume the function f (x) = n1 i fi (x; zi ) is L-Lipschitz, c strongly
convex and the gradients kG(x, zi )k ≤ M almost surely for all x. Auxiliary variables
are introduced, including ρ as the measure of system sparsity, ∆ as the maximum
support of a model variable, and Ω as the edge magnitude.
Proposition 1. Suppose that the lag between when a gradient is computed and when
it is used in step j is always less than or equal to τ , and γ is defined to be
γ=

vc
2LM 2 (1 + 6ρτ 4τ 2 Ω∆1/2 )
2

for some  > 0 and v ∈ (0, 1). Define D0 := kx0 − x? k and let k be an integer
satisfying

2LM 2 1 + 6τ ρ + 6τ 2 Ω∆1/2 log(LD0 /)
k≥
c2 v
Then after k updates of x, we have E [f (xk ) − f (x? )] < .
Note that this analysis provides a k1 rate of convergence for a constant step size
γ, up to a log(1/) term. In their complete paper [11] they do provide guarantees for
convergence with diminishing step size γ.
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Cyclades

Cyclades is a Hogwild! variant that avoid the issue of communication conflict. In Hogwild! it is possible that one core overwrites another cores update. With Cyclades, some
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Figure 4: A comparison of Hogwild! and Cyclades over different machine learning tasks

Figure 5: The transition from the update graph to conflict graph
computation is preformed to avoid this. Besides this computation the two algorithms
are identical.
Cyclades is “serial equivalent”2 because there are no communication conflicts. This
means the convergence results from serial SGD hold for Cyclades because serial SGD
and Cyclades produce the same results given the same training examples.
In the Cyclades paper, the main result is a statement on the high probability of
speedups given certain conditions (as shown in Theorem 1). Cyclades outperforms
Hogwild because cores can not overwrite another core’s results, meaning there is no
uncertainty is introduced into the global model vector.

4.1

Communication conflict

Cyclades relies on being able to distribute examples to different cores so that examples
will not “conflict”. Two examples and their corresponding gradient steps have a communication conflict if the updates to x both modify the same scalar variable xj . Each
example can be tied to a gradient step, referred to as an “update” to a global model
vector x.
Update ui will modify certain variables xj in the model vector x. From this we can
build a bipartite graph, with updates and variables as nodes. A link will exist between
update ui and variable xj if ui will modify xj . From this bipartite graph we can build
a conflict graph with updates as nodes and links if they modify the same variable. A
picture that describes this process is shown in Figure 5.
This graph is computed once in the beginning before Hogwild!, but computation
of this graph is far from trivial. Cyclades considers high dimensional data with many
examples, so there are many updates ui and many variables xj . As a result they use
some graph theory concepts to sample the graph (as in [6]) to make high probability
statements.

4.2

Main result

Their main result is a high probability statement on the expected speedup of their
Cyclades algorithm. In order to state their main result, some intermediate variables
need to be defined:
•
•
•
•
2

∆ as the maximum number of updates that conflict
∆L as the maximum number of variables one update modifies
¯ L as the average number of variables one update modifies
∆
n as the number of updates (and examples)

a parallel algorithm is serial equivalent if it has the same output as a serial algorithm
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Figure 6: Speedups that Hogwild++ exhibits over different datasets. Hogwild++-cn refers
to a cluster that has n nodes on a NUMA machine with 40 cores.
Theorem 1. (informal) Let us consider an SU algorithm A defined through n update
rules, where the conflict max degree between the n updates is ∆, and the sampling
distribution D is uniform with (or without) replacement from {1, . . .√
, n}. Moreover,
L
n. Then on up
≤
assume that we wish to run A for T = Θ(n) iterations, and that ∆
¯
∆L


n
to P = Õ ∆·∆L cores, Cyclades guarantees a Ω̃(P ) speedup over A, while outputting
the same solution x as A would do after the same random set of T iterations.3
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Hogwild++

Hogwild++ is another Hogwild! variant that converges under the same conditions
as Hogwild! but differs in the storage of the global model vector x. Hogwild++
communicates this vector x between cores, rather than storing this vector in shared
memory as Hogwild! does. Each core communicates with their neighbor rather than
modifying a global model vector.
This design choice means that Hogwild++ is best suited for non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) architectures. The NUMA architecture is common in supercomputers
in the late 1980’s and is well-suited for a computer with one processor but possibly many
cores. NUMA architectures do not address the challenges introduced by distributed
architectures, where communication cost between cores cannot be ignored.

5.1

Inter-core communication

The key concept of Hogwild++ is to efficiently communicate different model estimates
between cores. Design of this algorithm requires considering
• reducing sharing. They consider sharing one model between c cores for hardware efficiency, meaning hardware efficiency and statistical accuracy have to be
balanced for speedups.
• the model synchronization strategy. How will different cores communicate their
local model vector to other cores? They propose forming a ring of different
clusters where each core only communicate with it’s neighbors. This eliminates
the common master-slave setup.
• communication protocol. When core i transmits the change in it’s model vector
∆wi , how will core j update it’s local model vector wj to avoid divergence? This
is a non-trivial design problem, and ∆wi is multiplied by a scalar β that satisfies
β M + β = 1 when there are M clusters.
They have developed an algorithm that takes these design considerations into account. The key idea behind their algorithm is to share with neighboring nodes, and
the above list (briefly) addresses the concerns detailed in [14].
3

Õ and Ω̃ hide polylog factors
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Experimental results

The comparisons shown in the Hogwild!, Cyclades and Hogwild++ papers are shown
in Figure 2, 4 and 6 respectively. The metric shown is speedup as the number of cores
increases in all comparisons. Both Cyclades and Hogwild++ provide comparisons with
Hogwild, though there are other algorithms mentioned including with the round-robin
(RR) [7], PASSCoDe-Wild [5] and DimmWitted [13] algorithms.
Cyclades outperforms Hogwild! as expected, as there are no communication conflicts. Hogwild++ has performance close to the ideal linear speedups. A good heuristic
the Hogwild++ authors have found is to set the number of clusters c = 10 and noted
that “a larger c often leads to faster descent per iteration, but each update becomes
slower due to the memory sharing problem within in cluster.”
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7.1

Future work
Dense data

These algorithms above can be applied to sparse data. How can this be applied to
dense data? A natural approach is to use mini-batch SGD, but this doesn’t perform
well even when a large number of cores are available. What modifications can be made
to mini-batch SGD for faster convergence, and what limitations will it have?

7.2

Distributed systems

Hogwild++ is designed for a NUMA architecture which has high bandwidth between
cores. Distributed computers have large distances between processors and low bandwidth between cores. Distributed computing has become popular in recent years,
marked by the progress of the mobile smartphone. An open question is how to apply
distributed computing to optimization. There is promising work on the interface for
this with Google’s Federated Learning, and with their optimization framework TensorFlow [1].

7.3

Problem parallelization amenability

Problems only benefit from parallelization if different computations are performed on
each core. There are no benefits to parallelization if the gradient vectors are all the
same, and less gain if they’re similar. What heuristics can we form for a popular
machine learning tool (neural nets) to make their optimization amendable to parallelization?

7.4

Saturation

What theoretic guarantees can be made about speedup saturation when Cyclades and
Hogwild++ are combined and compared with Hogwild!? The Cyclades paper has high
probability statements expected speed results and the analysis in [4] will likely be
useful.
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Conclusion

We have shown one seminal algorithm and two modifications to that algorithm. Both
these modifications are in communication and provide better speedups, with the Hogwild++ providing near optimal speedups for a particular architecture. Cyclades provides more modest increases in speedup but does provide serial equivalence.
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